30HK/HR Specification
30HR-161 30HR-195 30HR-225 30HR-250 30HR-280

30HK-026

30HK-036

30HK-065

30HK-115

Cooling capacity

86

115

224

344

448

580

694

792

895

Input power (kW)

22.0

29.0

58.4

86.4

116.0

144.5

173.4

197.8

223.6

Length
(mm)

1800

2580

2470

3200

3125

4255

4255

4070

4070

Width
(mm)

740

910

885

1020

940

912

912

1275

1275

Height
(mm)

1100

1205

1470

1630

1929

1956

1956

2000

2000

880

1000

1530

2154

3120

4175

4440

5260

5620

Visual dimension

Type

Operation
Weight (kg)

Create a comfortable
and beautiful world
with you……
As the world leader in heating,
ventilation, air conditioning and
refrigeration for more than 100 years,
Carrier's commitment to continually
improving the quality of comfort we
provide to our customers has changed
the way we live, work, play and breathe.
At the same time, we shoulder more
responsibilities——
Carrier Corporation identified six specific
areas of concentration that directly
impact how we, as a world manufacturer,
balance our customers’ needs for
comfort with the environment's needs for
responsible consumption. Each area is
described below.
At Carrier Corporation, we believe that,
for generations to come, success will be
measured not only by the quality of our
products and systems, but also by how
we have improved the quality of life.

Best Choice for Low Investment and High Quality
Refrigerant

Indoor Air Quality

Product Efficiency

Product Size
/Material Reduction

Sound

Air Distribution
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30HK/HR Water-cooled Piston Chiller

Anhui Huangshan International Hotel
Guanghan Sanxindui Archaeological Museum

30HK/HR

Water-cooled Piston Chiller

Suzhou Sports Center

Cooling Capacity: 86-895kW

Xi’an Janssen Pharmaceutical Ltd.

Shanghai Huashan Hospital

Shanghai Jincai Senior High School

Motorola Tianjin

United Automotive Electronic Systems (Xi’an) Co., Ltd.

Memorial Hall for Chairman Mao Zedong

Carrier 30HK/HR is your best Choice!
Cooling Capacity: 86-886kW

Reliability from Specialization
Carrier strives for perfect details of a chiller.
Carrier’s Trump Technique
– 06E high-efficiency semi-closed compressor
06E high-efficiency semi-closed compressor is one of the
products Carrier takes the highest pride;
Through a 40-year development, 06E has become a symbol of
durable use;
At present, thousands of 06Es have been applied in various
industries and become a most representative technique of Carrier.

Unique Multi-chiller and Double-circuit Design
Start the chillers one by one to reduce the starting current;
Separate double-circuit improves reliability; Start or stop
compressors flexibly to match users’ requirements and to realize
energy-saving operation.

(3 chillers work)
100% load

(One stops and two work)
60% load

(Two stop and one works)
33% load

High Quality & Low Investment
Control Investment Operation Cost,
Carrier Saves More for You
Low initial investments accelerate the cost return;
Simple installation saves installation fees;
Stable operation and convenient maintenance decreases
maintenance fees.

Customer’s Story about 30H Series
“Carrier 30HK is a credible partner to make me easy and relaxed.”
I started my investment in the food and beverage industry 10 years
ago, and I chose Carrier 30HK Water-cooled piston chiller at that
time. I have been always satisfied my choice for that in the past years,
it has hardly brought me any troubles. Stability, comfort, simple
operation and low investments make many benefits for me, and I
recommend Carrier 30HK to all friends needing a central
air-conditioner! It can bring you easement really! My fifty branches
will put into practice at once, and I also choose Carrier. A good
air-conditioner shall endure for time.

“Without a large investment pressure, establish my business
easily without burdens!”
My factory is not very large, but a central air-conditioner is
necessary for production. I have bothered for a long time for
large investments and heavy burdens of central
air-conditioners. Through explanations of Carrier’s sale
personnel, I learnt that there was an easy solution for me. With a
40-year development, Carrier 30HR water-cooled piston chiller
is featured with stable performances and an economic price to
reduce investment burdens. As expected, the Carrier 30HR has
hardly failed after installed that saved much money and
minimized troubles, and also shortened the forecasted profit
circle a lot!

Carrefour

Shanghai Kaijie Door & Window Co., Ltd.

Tianjin Nature Museum

Zhuhai Julong Club

